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Handbook-8

Trade Unions & Workplace Cooperation
Introduction
Handbook-8 covers the principles of labour inspection alongwith the roles and
responsibilities of the inspector. It provides guidelines for unions to work
cooperatively with them. This handbook also provides ways to persuade
management to work cooperatively with the union. It introduces the ILO
Conventions and compares them with the Bangladesh approach to labour
inspections. This handbook also describes the crucial role of labour inspections
play in ensuring workers’ rights and the importance of engaging with the trade
union representatives.

The Handbook deals with these questions
Section 1: Workplace Cooperation and Union Representation
What does workplace cooperation mean for a trade union?
 How does it benefit management and workers?
 How does workplace cooperation operate in the RMG sector?
 Why is the Bangladesh Law different from the ILO Conventions?


Section 2: The role of Trade Unions and Workplace Cooperation

How does a trade union work with management to set up a participation committee?
 What are the steps and principles for setting up a Committee?
 What type of communication is effective between management and workers?
 What are the challenges facing unions in workplace cooperation?
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Describing Workplace Cooperation
Industrial conflict is inevitable in a
Key Points
market economy and has increased with
globalisation,
as
multi-national The anti-trade union position of
organisations seek to make more and many companies today increases the
more profit at the expense of workers.
potential for conflict, as workers’
 Management ‘deciding’ and unions
terms and conditions become
‘reacting or resisting’ are the unacceptable and increase poverty in
traditional relationships between most areas of the world.
management and workers.
 This takes place in an environment where management are only interested in
increasing profits and production and are not interested in the welfare of the
workers.
Defining Workplace Cooperation
The concept of workplace cooperation or participation began in Europe after
workers had struggled to gain rights and form trade unions. As part of developing
modern production processes, some employers began to realise that quality
products and higher profits could be achieved without exploiting workers.
It was then taken up in other countries as they industrialised, such as the US and
Australia. In Asia, it was first adopted in Japan and Korea and then in South and
South East Asia countries.
 It comes under many names, such as ‘Joint Consultative Committees’,
‘Labour Management Cooperation’ ‘Participation Committees’, ‘Quality
Circles’, ‘Study Groups’ and ‘Workers’ Council’
 It takes a variety of forms depending on the country, laws, industrial relations,
the economic situation, the type of management and the culture
 In Germany, France and the Nordic countries it is written into industrial law
and relations, with trade unions playing a central role; the fundamental
principle is ‘workplace democracy’
 Where workers, through their trade unions, play a role in deciding how a
factory is managed, the best ways to organise work and how to resolve
conflicts
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In Germany, the workers’ council also make decisions on recruitment, training,
hiring and firing & financial issues

Key Points
In other countries
 Decisions are made on productivity and
Whatever type of form is adopted,
efficiency improvements, such as there must be a clear distinction
OSH; but does not including terms and made between collective bargaining
and other formal negotiations.
conditions of employment
Workplace cooperation must
 The ‘Committee’ makes no decisions
never take the place of bargaining
because proposals are sent back to
collectively or be a substitute for
management, who make all the decisions trade union representation
 Information sharing only with no
discussions or decision making; workers have collective ideas and a different
point of view but they are not considered by management.
In countries where power and control are part of the culture, employers will be
reluctant to lose control or ‘management prerogative’, which means that
management has the right to make all decisions for an enterprise.
Benefits of Cooperation
Workplace cooperation can
establish and improve relations
between management, workers
and trade union representatives
in an enterprise.

Key Points
A
cooperative
relationship
between
management and workers, with trade unions
to represent workers, can prevent conflict by
jointly resolving minor disagreements before
they become major disputes

Genuine cooperation makes a
company more efficient, increases productivity and helps to build trust and
confidence between employers and workers.
Workplace Cooperation is a part of industrial relations and an extension of social
dialogue at the workplace. It is the bilateral relationship between employers and
workers who are represented by a trade union or who can elect workplace
representatives without interference.
Workplace relationship should be set up and managed in a
fair and transparent manner
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The ILO and Workplace Cooperation
The ILO guidelines for worker participation or cooperation are mainly found in the
Recommendations. They promote effective ‘consultative and cooperative
practices’ between employers, workers and trade unions and emphasise that it is
not a substitute for collective bargaining but is fundamental to building trust and
confidence between workers and management
The following summarises the main points.
Recommendation 129 covers the agricultural sector but is important because it
includes the key points for unions to use when a process for workplace cooperation
is established in the workplace
Workers Representative Convention, 1971 (No.135)
 The protection of worker or trade union representatives from harassment or dismissal
 Reasonable provision of facilities for the representatives to work from the employer
 Representatives to be elected freely by the workers without interference from
the employer or government
 Worker representatives who are not union members, should not undermine the
position of the trade union at the workplace
Cooperation at the Level of the Undertaking Recommendation, 1952 (No.94)
 The employer shall promote consultation and cooperation on matters of mutual
concern that are not within the scope of collective bargaining for terms and
conditions of employment
 Cooperation can be established by voluntary agreements between workers and employers
 The government can enact laws to promote the establishment of committees
Consultation (Industrial and National Levels) Recommendation, 1960 (No.113)
 The government is expected to promote effective consultation and cooperation
 The processes for cooperation must be without discrimination against trade
unions or any other persons
 Consultation and cooperation does not act against or detract from Freedom of
Association or the rights of trade unions to bargain collectively for workers
 The Objective of consultation is to promote mutual understanding and good
relations to improve conditions of work and living standards for worker’s families
 There should be laws to protect these rights
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Communications within the Undertaking Recommendation, 1967 (No.129)
 Government, employers’ organisations and trade unions must be made aware
of the importance of mutual understanding and confidence within workplaces
so that workers are treated fairly
 Information exchange and dissemination covers all aspects of the enterprise
and the workplace as well as social conditions of workers
 Information sharing and consultation are a pre-requisite for decision making
 Communication should not speak negatively about trade union and worker
rights or freely chosen worker or trade union representatives
 Representatives of employers and workers promote the acceptance of the
agreed application of communication policies in an organisation
 Training must be given to all representatives so they have the skills to
participate and are conversant with the subjects raised in a committee
 Communication must support genuine and regular communication between
senior management and trade union representatives
 Management gives worker representatives the resources and time to ensure
workers are informed and consulted
 Management must communicate with workers in a way that is appropriate for each
level of the workplace and uses acceptable and accessible ways to deliver information
Information should be provided on general conditions of employment,
recruitment, transfer and termination to all workers. Including: Job descriptions and place of work; Training and career advancement
 General working conditions and OSH
 Grievance procedures
 Personnel welfare services, social security and assistance schemes, national
security schemes
 General situation of the company including prospects and future plans with an
explanation of decisions likely to affect directly or indirectly the workers

Agreed processes of consultation and cooperation to be included in the
collective bargaining agreement
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Examination of Grievances Recommendation, 1967 (N0.130)
Provides a detailed description of managing grievances fairly and justly in a
workplace.
The link to cooperation is important because a grievance procedure is the
foundation for establishing good relations between workers and management.
If a company does not have a fair and just grievance procedure the union can
negotiate with management to set one up
This can be the first step to establishing workplace cooperation
ILO Tripartite Declaration on Social Policies and Multinational Enterprises (1977)
Also emphasises that consultation of matters of mutual concern should not be a
substitute for collecting bargaining
ILO standards do not intend to prescribe the best way or only way for establishing
arrangements for workplace cooperation but recommend arrangements that ensure
the basic rights of workers and trade unions are secured to prevent the misuse of
cooperation.

When discussing cooperation and consultation with management, the union can
use these Recommendations as a guideline and to remind management that it is
part of international law on industrial relations
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Workplace Cooperation in the National Law
This is found in both the Bangladesh Labour
Key Points
Act (2006) [Section 205-206] and the Labour
Rules (2015) [Rules 183 - 202], under the The detailed requirements could
heading ‘Participation Committee’. It is influence the impact and success
prescriptive law, with a role for the of such a committee and cause
government that could be taken as either employer and union resentment. It
interference or protection for trade unions.
does not allow the flexibility
 Management must report everything to
needed for enterprises to find their
the Director of Labour (DoL); this can own
way,
with
worker
protect unions and Labour Inspectors to representatives, for managing
monitor progress and also can act to consultation.
resolve existing conflict.
 The fact that the law is not always enforced means that the more urgent issues
such as OSH may take precedent for Inspectors.
If the context is one that is anti-union, employers are likely to use workplace
cooperation to either create ‘yellow unions’ or control the elections of worker
representatives and marginalise workplace trade unions.
The following is a summary of the main points of Labour Law and Rules
Labour Law. Chapter XIII. Trade Unions and Industrial Relations
205. (1-10) Participation committee
 Employers of with 50 or more workers shall set up a Participation Committee
 The committee shall be composed of worker and employer representatives and
the number of workers representatives shall not be lower than that of the
employers representatives
 Worker representatives shall be nominated by the trade unions and there will be
equal numbers of employer and worker representatives
 The Collective Bargaining Agent can have one additional representative, if there
is more than one trade union
 If there is no trade union, worker representatives are to be elected by the workers
as per the law
 If an area in a factory has more than 50 workers, an area participation committee
can be set up on the recommendations of the principle committee
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The employer cannot transfer any committee member to another department
during the term of the committee
 The employer cannot raise an objection or take any action against an workers
representative for participating in good faith on the committee or carrying out
related duties
206. (a-f) Functions of the Participation Committee
To establish good relations between workers and the employer and to ensure workers
understand their commitment and responsibilities to the establishment by
 Promoting mutual trust and faith
 Ensuring the application of the law
 Improving and maintaining OSH and working conditions
 Encouraging vocational training, worker’s education and family welfare training
 Improving welfare services for workers and their families
 Keeping to production targets, increasing productivity, reducing production
costs, preventing wastage and raising product quality
207. (1-2) Meetings of the Participation Committee
 Shall meet at least once every two months to discuss, exchange information and
make recommendations
 Minutes of each meeting must be submitted to the Director of Labour within 7
days of the meeting
208. (1-2) Implementation of recommendations
 The employer and the trade union shall take steps to implement recommendations of
the committee within the period specified by the committee
 The employer and trade union can follow up if recommendations are not being
implemented


Labour Rules. Chapter XIII. Trade Unions and Industrial Relations
187. (1-3). If there is no trade union, management can set up an election for worker
representatives after informing the Director of Labour (DoL) who can monitor the
elections to ensure the employer is not directly or indirectly influencing the
outcome. All names must be submitted to the DoL within 10 days
188. (1-3). 30 days before an election the employer shall form a committee to
conduct the elections with 3 to 5 members from employer and workers and notify
the Director
189. (1-3). Employees can nominate if they have worker for more than 6 months.
The employer shall decide the number of representatives from each section or job
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classification. If there are 50 women workers of women are 10% of the workforce
there must be same percentage on the committee
190. (1-2) All those who have worked for more than 3 months can vote (except for
casual, apprentices, seasonal or contracted workers). A copy of the voter list is to
be put on a notice board and sent to the DoL
191. (1-3) Any voter can nominate a suitably qualified voter or supporter on a
signed nomination form submitted to the election committee
192. (1-3) The candidate and nominator can scrutinise the counting of votes. The
election committee observes the count and settles disputes and disqualifies
nominations if they do not meet the rules
193. (1-5) Explains the process of the election and casting votes
194. (1-3) Members of the Committee. The employer shall be the Chair of the
committee. A worker representative shall be Vice President (elected by the worker
representatives).
The Human Resource or Welfare Officer shall be an employer representative
responsible for taking minutes
195. (1-2) Notice and Minutes. Notice of the meeting shall be given with 7 days’
notice or 24 hours in case of an emergency. Copies of the minutes with
recommendations are sent to the CEO and CBA, each union and the DoL
196. A quorum is 2/3 of the membership of the committee
197. (1-3) Each Committee’s duration is for 2 year and a new committee must be
set up within 3 months of the date of expiry
198. (1-3) Vacancies. If a worker representative is absent from 3 consecutive
meetings without permission, the membership is cancelled. If the representative
resigns or leaves, they are replaced or if a member resigns or is expelled from the
union; the union shall re-nominate a person
199. The employer shall provide a meeting place, organise the meetings and
participate in the activities of the committee
201. (1-2) Implementing decisions and recommendations. The employer must
implement any decisions or recommendations immediately and communicate
progress at each meeting. The DoL shall note the follow up and take measures by
law to ensure implementation
202. (1-5) Trade unions, the CBA or any member of the committee shall not
interfere into the administrative functions of the establishment; appointments,
transfers and promotions; or receive any facilities from management of transport,
furniture or financial matters; production and normal activities of the
establishment or call for a strike without following Rule 204.
N.B [Rules should be followed as per revision of
LL2018 for electing participation committee]
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The Trade Unions Role in Workplace Cooperation
Know the Labour Law and the ILO main principles
Law

Main Principles

Involve members

Make sure that all workers know about the Participation
Committees (PC); the purpose, what is expected of
them, the challenges and the benefits

Participate in the
setting up of the PC

Negotiate with management; the purpose, functions and
procedures, number of representatives from which areas
of the workplace. Use the ILO Standards for guidance
and check the law is applied as a minimum

Elect worker
representatives

Organise for elections as stated in the union constitution.
Discuss with the Executive Committee; notify the
relevant Federation and seek advice / support

Training for
representatives

Contact the Federation / National Union to organise
training for the representatives. Check that management
also organises training

Support for
representatives

Meet regularly with members and ensure their concerns
and needs are raised in the PC. Read and circulate
reports to members and other representatives. Hold
meetings to give feedback

Keep records

Note down the issues that can support collective
bargaining and check that CBA issues are not negotiated
in the PC meetings

Gender Equality &
discrimination

Monitor that (1) gender is mainstreamed into all
discussions and recommendations and that women’s
issues are taken up by the PC.
(2) there is no harassment or unfair treatment of
representatives

Non-union worker
representatives

Meet regularly to make sure they are not influenced by
management and encourage them to join the union. If they
are undermining the trade union take it up with
management and if no change report to Labour Inspector.
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The law has detailed rules for setting up and managing a PC, but many of the
points are not compatible with the principles of workplace cooperation.
Union Activity – the employer is setting up a Participation Committee
 Organise a workshop for union leaders and workplace representatives to
discuss the issue of workplace cooperation
 Make sure everyone has a copy of the law and ILO Conventions
 Discuss and agree on the how the union wants the Committee to be set up,
the membership, role & functions and issues that can be decided
 Ask for a meeting and prepare to negotiate these with management
In the Rules
189 states that the employer
shall determine the number
of representatives to be
elected from each class,
section or department.

General Principles
Allowing the employer to make a unilateral decision
before consultation goes against the principles of
cooperation. This matter should be decided jointly
before the committee is set up

194 orders that the Chair In this type of committee giving the employer the position
of Chair and the union the position of Vice Chair assumes
of the PC is the
that the control is with the employers. It is more
employer
appropriate to rotate the chair between the parties
195 copies of minutes
and reports are to be
sent to the CEO and
CBA

A CEO is supposed to either attend the meetings or send
a delegated representative. If senior management does
not participate in these committees they are not showing
a commitment. All minutes should be sent out to each
member for comment before sending to everyone

198 penalises worker
representatives but not
employer
representatives

This suggests that the employer does not have to
nominate fixed persons as their representatives
(except for the HR or Welfare Officer who must take
notes). Rules should be applied equally to all
committee members and the employer should ensure
that the same persons attend all meetings

One of the main general principles is that such a list
202 of the Rules has a list
of issues that the committee is established between the parties when the
committee is set up
may not discuss
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Setting up a Participation Committee
The law states that if there are more than
50 workers in an enterprise the
management, shall, set up a PC
 If the employer does not set up a
committee and the union thinks a
committee can be effective, they can
approach management and ask them to
set up a PC
 Information must be available to all
members, such as productivity gains
and the financial situation of the
company.


Key Points
A PC is more likely to succeed if it
is voluntarily set up by mutual
consent. The Labour Act states
that it is mandatory for the
employer to form the PC as per
prescriptions in the Labour Rules.
A union should ask the employer
why they have not set up a PC
instead of demanding one.

Setting up a Participation Committee
Steps for formation of a paticipation committee
Step 1: Preparation
Key Points
 Discuss with members and agree about
whether they want a PC and prepare the There needs to be a joint
understanding and agreement on
main points to raise
 Communication
 Request support and advice from the
 Information Sharing
Federation / National Centre
Request a meeting with management to  Decision Making
 Implementation of agreed actions
discuss the purpose and functions of a PC
Step 2: At the meeting
 Discuss the issues raised by members
 Raise the benefits of cooperation
 Discuss and agree on the purpose and function
 Demand the election process for workplace representatives, as per the law
 Agree on a time frame and a written procedure
 Request training for the PC members
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In France, every employer is required, by law to set up a joint consultation
committee; elections are managed under French law so that management cannot
intervene. If there is a union in the workplace, then it is expected that worker’s
representatives will be from the union, but it is up to the workers and the unions to
decide, not management
Step 3: Follow up
 Report back to members
 Report to the Federation / National Centre
 Follow up and check that the PC is set up and operates as agreed
 Ensure the elected representatives can and do attend PC meetings.
Ensuring Effective Cooperation
The main purpose is to develop the greater involvement of workers in
resolving day-to-day issues
 Agree on which issues are discussed and how workers can participate in
problem solving and finding solutions
 Ensure that there is an acceptable grievance procedure in place and that it is fair
and transparent and provides natural justice
 Make a list of priority issues, for example, OSH, welfare issues, such as child
care and work organisation
 Take a long-term approach, starting with a few topics, so that members can get
used to open discussions and add new topics as appropriate
If management does not demonstrate a commitment, withdraw from the PC and
resolve the issues in another forum and report to the Director of Labour and
Conciliators (at the Department of Labour).
The first meetings are often difficult for both parties, especially if conflict is
normal, but with training, employer support and a commitment from both
management and the union, there can be






Improved Health and Safety Situation
Decent arrangements for worker’s welfare
Improved work processes and organisation to increase productivity
Reasonable work targets and overtime arrangements
Workable and fair grievance procedures
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Genuine workplace cooperation is based on the principle that workers are not
machines but are skilled people who know best how to do a job and can play a
valuable role in improving production and working life
A machinist is a skilled operator, who knows the best way to organise her work to
produce high quality garments
Supervisors and line managers who never work on a sewing machine but are
responsible for organising the work, make mistakes if they do not consult with the
machinist before making changes

Barriers to effective cooperation
Employers holding onto power and control at all costs
 Workers have limited control over their work and if they do not have a trade
union they will have little or no power and cannot organise collectively
 If the employer is not prepared to voluntarily consider cooperation as a serious
solution and if negotiation does not work, the trade union is forced to fall back
on disputation to secure decent work and fair practices
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The
political
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legal
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 In a competitive culture and political environment, employers may be against
cooperation because they do not respect workers
 If individual workers’ rights and freedom of association is not supported
consultation, openness and transparency is difficult to put into practice
 If the government and the industrial laws do not support and enforce these
rights, there is no incentive to cooperate with trade unions or workers
 When the industrial law on workplace cooperation is very prescriptive or
favours the employers, it is difficult for the workers’ representatives to
participate
The economic environment
 Increasing unemployment makes it easier for management to exploit workers,
create conflict between them and get away with paying low wages
 High inflation or economic crisis can create a difficult environment for
cooperation, as business and workers feel vulnerable and uncertain
 The government may be negotiating trade deals or setting up Export Processing
Zones to attract business and give tax breaks to companies, so could distance
themselves from trade union and worker rights

Communication and Workplace Cooperation
Communication needs to be based on information sharing and consultation
and includes


Talking



Listening



Discussing



Compromising



Making decisions
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To solve problems and concern
of workers, in the interest of
both workers and management
there should be a combination
of
different
types
of
communication.

Key Points
It is important to keep workers informed but
without discussion or feedback the
messages can be misinterpreted or
misunderstood.

There are two types of communication


One-way communication



Two-way communication

One-way communication
This is the provision of information without discussion or consultation


Posting a copy of the company’s regulations on a board



Putting up posters



Sending round circulars or newsletters



Making public announcements



A ‘suggestion box’ for workers to put ideas in

Problems


Management may use technical words or speak too quickly, write or say things
that are offensive to workers



Workers may miss an announcement, have hearing problems or literacy
difficulties.

Two-way communication
consultation is essential for successful Participation Committees


Information is shared by both parties sitting together to solve a problem and
find a better way of doing things



In an environment when questions can be asked and clarifications given



Both sides have a commitment to change.
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Setting up a joint ‘Health and Safety Committee’, for management and workers,
can identify problems and find ways to prevent risks and improve the working
environment. This has proved to be a successful way of dealing with OSH
problems that can cause risks and harm to both workers and management.
Solving the problem of increasing sexual harassment complaints can be resolved
in the ‘Sexual Harassment Prevention Committee’ formed as per guidelines issued
from the High Court Division of the Supreme Court of Bangladesh. The
Committee through joint discussion and by working together to develop a policy
that protects women workers and ensures their safety. The committee can invite
selected women workers to share their stories and ideas for prevention to make
sure it will work.
Use the Committee to


Prevent problems escalating into larger disputes



Resolve problems by addressing them when they arise



Improve working conditions and the environment



Increase labour productivity and competitiveness



Build trust and confidence



Improve decision making at all levels of the enterprise



Increase motivation through dialogue, participation and involvement

A Case Study
Workers in the ironing section of a garment factory are asked by management for
advice on how the temperature might be reduced in the section. The workers input
comments and ideas and management decision is based on these ideas. The
problem is resolved satisfactorily, the workers have a better working environment,
management saves money and has less staff off sick with related illnesses.
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Capacity Building
Training is important to build the capacity of both management and workers with
the skills and information on problem solving, communication and laws and
worker’s rights.
Including
The purpose and types of work place cooperation with training materials and
sessions either separately to begin with followed by joint training
 Visits to factories that have successfully set up PCs and discussion with their
committees


Challenges to Trade Unions
The union representatives make decisions with management without first
discussing with members, workers will not trust the union
 Management does not implement decisions agreed in the Committee or refuses
to acknowledge workers inputs
 Management wants to make improvements that the workers agree to but the
union blocks it because of continuing conflict
 Not understanding the difference between cooperation and collective bargaining


The biggest challenge is to prevent management using the Participation
Committee to set up ‘in house’ or yellow unions that marginalise the trade union.
The union needs to develop strategies to avoid such challenges without
compromising workers and trade union rights.
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